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scale repetitive patterns that reinforce the scale of the first
level of the structure. Architectural detail on the columns and
spandrels may include score joints, reveals, applied materials
or other devices which increase the visual interest of the
structure adjacent to the Public Realm.
y The body includes the middle three to four levels. The
architectural character of the facade should have a finer scale
than the base which will be created by the lower floor-tofloor heights. Architectural details on the columns and
spandrels will be minimized to create more uniformity in the
appearance of the structure.
y The cap will include the top level of the structure, or
perhaps only the top of the top level. The intent is to create a
recognizable cornice line with a spandrel treatment that
contrasts with the treatment of spandrels in the main body of
the structure. Architectural detail which emphasize the
horizontal character of the structure cap (such as scoring
patterns or reveals) will be provided.
y Facing Walnut Street, tier the structure back after the third
level and provide noise attenuation louvers (as described in
Exhibit 5.7.8.2c) along the openings of the first two levels of
the parking structure and provide landscaped planters on the
upper levels; provide noise attenuation louvers on the north
side adjacent to hotel uses.
y Utilize the structure as an armature for vines. Plant clinging
vines at the base of parking structure columns and encourage
the vines to climb high onto the structure.
y The layout of public parking facilities intended for visitors
to the theme parks and other attractions within the Anaheim
Resort will be as shown in Exhibit 5.7.8.2d (Code Section
18.114.080).
y The openness of a parking facility within the Parking
District will be calculated as described in Exhibit 5.7.8.2e
Code Section 18.114.080).
y The layout of parking facilities intended for theme park
employees, including permanent, temporary or interim
facilities, will be as shown in exhibit 5.7.8.2f (Code Section
18.114.090).
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y Parking facilities intended for theme park or hotel
employees will be surrounded by a landscape area with a
minimum width often (10) feet, but are not required to
provide trees within the parking area (Code Section
18.114.110).
y Parking facilities intended for theme park or hotel
employees will be screened from public view by evergreen
plants.

5.7.9 Building Appearance
Building appearance guidelines and standards address the
following elements: massing, shape, scale, and materials. The
intent of these guidelines and standards is to assure a
harmonious relationship between buildings in the Specific Plan
area without requiring a particular architectural theme. This can
be achieved by careful attention to building massing, building
materials and color. The guidelines in this section are intended
to apply to both new construction and renovation of existing
buildings.
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Existing buildings may need more latitude in the interpretation
of these guidelines and standards because of the limited
opportunities to make fundamental changes in building massing,
for example, that might be possible in new construction.

5.7.9.1 Applicability
The guidelines and standards in Section 5.7.9 apply only to
buildings that are not parking facilities in the Hotel District,
District A and the C-R Overlay. The guidelines and
standards do not apply to parking facilities as there are
guidelines in Section 5.7.7 and 5.7.8. They do not apply to
the Theme Park District or the Future Expansion District, if
developed as a theme park, because the buildings in these
Districts are uniquely designed to house theme attractions,
back-of-house industrial functions, and other uses that do
not readily adapt to the kinds of design guidelines and
standards that are needed to create a destination resort
atmosphere. The guidelines and standards in Section 5.7.9
also apply to the Anaheim GardenWalk Overlay with the
exception that the guideline “avoid creating building masses
which are perceived as objects” would not apply to any
icon/themed signage element as defined in Section
18.114.130 of the Anaheim Municipal Code.

5.7.9.2 Building Massing
Creating attractive building masses is an important factor
contributing to the overall character of the Specific Plan area.
The intent of the guidelines is to promote building massing
that is rich visually and creates a more exciting and varied
urban landscape, but does not place too much importance on
any single building. Buildings which have a large
undifferentiated mass are often unattractive, and detract
from the Specific Plan’s goal of encouraging more pedestrian
activity, because their size and scale make pedestrians feel
uncomfortable.
The following guidelines are intended to guide designers in
creating building masses that satisfy the goals of the Specific
Plan. It is not necessary that every guideline be employed in
the design of every building; rather, each guideline should be
viewed as a suggestion that should be considered for any
building in the Specific Plan area.
y Create spaces with building masses, whenever possible;
avoid creating building masses which are perceived as
objects. Design buildings to be members of a harmonious
group, rather than independent, sculptural masses.
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y Use building mass to enhance the pedestrian scale of the
street. Increase the articulation of building massing adjacent
to major pedestrian walks and gathering places. Increase
landscape and architectural detail at the ground level.
y Consider the location, size and scale of neighboring
buildings when massing new buildings. Create a harmonious
relationship between adjacent facilities, regardless of whether
or not they are on the same parcel.
y Articulate the different parts of a building facade using
color, arrangement of facade elements, a change in materials,
or other architectural devices.
y Vary the height of the building so that it appears to be
divided into distinct elements.
y Use rooflines to help establish the mass of a building;
whenever feasible, the form of the roofline should physically
represent its function; avoid mansard roofs.

5.7.9.3 Building Materials and Colors
The intent of these guidelines is to encourage the use of
materials and colors that enhance the physical cohesiveness
of the area, and to convey a sense of permanence. Although
no particular material is specifically prohibited, the use of
some materials is discouraged because it would be difficult to
achieve the guidelines’ goal of promoting cohesiveness and
permanence.
y Walls
~The preferred dominant material for walls is masonry in
any of the following forms: natural stone (including granite,
sandstone, marble and limestone), brick, stucco, poured in
place or precast natural concrete (sand-blasted, textured, or
exposed aggregate), and painted concrete.
~Wall materials that may be used with care include:
- Split face, slump, or other forms of concrete block.
- Shingle, clapboard, vertical, or angled wood siding.
~Use of the following materials will require a special design
solution or other unique condition in order to be successful:
- Exotic wood treatments, such as distressed wood, pecky
cedar, log cabin look, stained fir plywood, or gingerbread
filigree.
- Reflective (mirror) glass curtain wall.
- Corrugated metal.
- Imitation rock work.
- Plastic molded imitations of any conventional building
material.
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- Silver or clear anodized aluminum sheets.
- Imitation wood siding.
- Flat or molded plastic sheeting.
- White brick.
- Tilt-up concrete.
- Antique or old brick with partial paint, mottled light
variegated brick, oversized brick, and white brick mortar.
y Windows
~The preferred dominant material for windows is
transparent or lightly tinted glass.
~Lightly reflective or solar glass may be used above the first
floor.
~Windows of dark or highly reflective glass are not
recommended, especially on the first floor elevations, and
will require exceptional or unique solutions to make them
acceptable.
y Roof Materials
~When visible from the street, the preferred roof materials
include natural colored terra cotta tile, concrete tile, and
other similar materials.
~Roof materials that will require a special design solution or
other unique condition in order to be successful include:
wood shakes, wood shingles, fiberglass shingles, composition
shingles, corrugated metal and standing metal seam roofs.

5.7.9.4 Building Equipment
y Discourage wall and/or window mounted room air
conditioners unless they are concealed from public view, or
are integrated into the architecture.
y Integrate rooftop mechanical and utility equipment into the
design of the building.
y Set rooftop screening devices back from the roof edge so
that they are concealed from public view.
y Conceal rooftop mechanical and utility equipment from
nearby taller buildings with screening devices (Code Section
18.114.050).
y Paint utility equipment and pipes and vents visible from
surrounding streets, properties, or buildings to complement
the color of the roof or wall to which they are attached
(Code Section 18.114.050).
y Screen rooftop equipment on buildings two stories or less
on all sides, including from above (Code Section 18.114.050).
y Prohibit unscreened rooftop equipment (Code Section
18.114.050).
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5.7.9.5 Color
Building color guidelines provide another means to visually
unify the Specific Plan area by narrowing the range of
choices to a group of colors that are visually compatible with
one another. Although it is not the intent of the guidelines to
eliminate any specific color from consideration or use within
the Private Realm, the following criteria provide appropriate
guidance for the selection of building color.
y Encourage large building surface areas to be light colored.
In general, accent elements, including, but not limited to,
windows, doors, awnings, building trim, and light fixtures
may be either dark or light colored.
y Limit the dominant surfaces of a building to only
complementary colors; accent areas may include a greater
variety of colors.

5.7.9.6 Awnings
Awnings can be used to create an inviting space in front of a
building where people may step away from the flow of
pedestrian traffic and find a shady protected area.
y Allow awnings that are continuous or broken to
differentiate windows and display areas; awnings can become
an important element in a storefront design as they may be
used to unify a storefront with the whole building.
y Design the shape of the awning to fit the architecture.
Awnings that are barrel shaped segmented arches or roundended create distinctive images, but should be used sparingly
and only when they do not conflict with the building’s
architectural elements.
y Ensure the highest point of a first floor awning not be
higher than the midpoint of the space between the second
story window sills and the top of the first floor storefront
window, awning, canopy, or transom. This attachment
should leave a comfortable space between awning and
architectural elements which comprise the building.
y Ensure that the awnings do not obstruct the views to
adjacent businesses.
y Avoid awnings of more than a single color per building.
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5.7.10 Signs
5.7.10.1 Purpose
Signs are one of the most visible design elements in the
Specific Plan area. The purpose of establishing sign
guidelines solely for the Specific Plan area is to:
y Reinforce identity.
y Encourage graphic excellence.
y Reduce conflicts between signs.
y Improve appearance of the Specific Plan area.
y Create consistency among signs.
y Promote sign legibility.
y Promote smooth flow of traffic as people are able to
identify sites.

5.7.10.2 Applicability
The guidelines and standards in Section 5.7.10 apply to all
Districts. However, in the Theme Park, Hotel and Future
Expansion Districts and interior portions of the Anaheim
GardenWalk Overlay as described in Section 18.114.130.020.,
if developed as a theme park or retail entertainment center
uses, the guidelines and standards shall only apply to signs
adjacent to perimeter streets and within the Setback Realm,
excluding West Street/Disneyland Drive.
For the Anaheim GardenWalk Overlay, the guidelines shall
only apply to “non-interior” signs with the exception of
icon/themed signage elements as defined in Section
18..114.130.020 which shall not be subject to these
guidelines. In addition, these guidelines and standards shall
not apply to interior signage which is defined as:
Signs, objects, or structures located in the Anaheim
GardenWalk Overlay are considered to be “interior” for the
purposes of Section 18.114.130.020.0201.02(a) if they are: a)
Not visible to pedestrian or vehicular traffic from the public
right-of-way at an equal elevation as the Anaheim
GardenWalk property line (measured at five (5) feet above
the grade of the sidewalk on the opposite side of the street
from the Anaheim GardenWalk project); or, b) At least 160
feet from the adjacent public right-of-way or correspond
with the setback of the last building bordering the view
corridor, whichever is further, as shown on Exhibit 5.8.3.f.5
entitled, “Anaheim GardenWalk Interior Sig-
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nage and Icon/Themed Signage Element” for Anaheim
GardenWalk Area A and to be identified on the Final Site
Plan for Area B, and only visible to pedestrian and/or
vehicular traffic through limited view corridors at the
entrances to the Anaheim GardenWalk Lifestyle Retail and
Entertainment Complex as shown on Exhibit 5.8.3.f.5 for
Area A and to be identified on the Final Site Plan for Area B.
The final dimensions of the view corridor will be shown on
project Final Site Plans.

5.7.10.3 General Sign Guidelines
The guidelines below establish positive criteria for the design
of desirable signs and which complement the other building
elements in the Specific Plan area.
The following general guidelines should be considered prior
to developing signs for any development in the Specific Plan
area:
y Use a brief message. The fewer the words, the more
effective the sign. A sign with a brief, succinct message is
simpler and faster to read, looks cleaner and is more
attractive.
y Avoid faddish and bizarre typefaces. Such typefaces may
look good today, but soon go out of style. The image
conveyed may quickly become that of a dated and
unfashionable business.
y Avoid hard-to-read, intricate typefaces. These typefaces
reduce the sign’s ability to communicate.
y Select sign colors and materials to contribute to legibility
and design integrity. Even the most carefully thought out
sign may be unattractive and a poor communicator because
of poor color selection.
y Use significant contrast between the background and letter
or symbol colors. If there is little contrast between the
brightness or hue of the message of a sign and its
background, it will be difficult to read.
y Use complementary colors on signs. Too many colors
overwhelm the basic function of communication. The colors
compete with content for the viewer’s attention. Limited use
of the accent colors can increase legibility, while large areas
of competing colors tend to confuse and disturb.
y Place signs to indicate the location of access to a business.
Signs should be placed at or near the entrance of a building
to indicate the most direct access to the business.
y Harmonize sign size with the scale of the structure.
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y Place signs consistent with the proportions of scale of
building elements within the facade. Within a building
façade, the sign may be placed in different areas. A particular
sign may fit well on a plain wall area, but would overpower
the finer scale and proportion of the lower storefront. A sign
appropriate near the building entry may look tiny and out of
place above the ground level.
y Place wall signs to establish facade rhythm, scale and
proportion where facade rhythm doesn’t exist. In many
buildings that have a monolithic or plain facade, signs can
establish or continue appropriate design rhythm, scale, and
proportion.
y Use widely recognized logos rather than print/text
whenever possible.
y Avoid signs with strange shapes. Signs that are
unnecessarily narrow or oddly shaped can restrict the
legibility of the message. If an unusual shape is not symbolic,
it is probably confusing.
y Consider carefully the proportion of letter area to overall
sign background area. If letters take up too much sign, they
may be harder to read. Large letters are not necessarily more
legible than smaller ones. A general rule is that letters should
not appear to occupy more than 75% of the sign panel area.
y Make signs smaller if they are oriented to pedestrians. The
pedestrian-oriented sign should read from a distance of
fifteen to twenty feet, the vehicle-oriented sign is viewed
from a much greater distance. The closer a sign’s viewing
distance, the smaller that sign need be.
y Design the sign to be appropriate to the building on which
it is placed. The sign is an integral part of the building facade.
The style of a sign should be appropriate to the style of a
building’s design.

5.7.10.4 Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA)
Standards
All private signs shall comply with the provisions of the
Americans with Disabilities Act.

5.7.10.5 Wall or Building Sign Standards
The following standards apply to wall or building signs,
unless otherwise set forth in the Code for the Anaheim
GardenWalk Overlay. Also refer to the Sign Standard
Matrices within Section 7.0, ‘Zoning and Development
Standards,’ of the Specific Plan (Code Section 18.114.130).
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y Allow two types of wall or building mounted signs.
Business identification including name and/or logo specified
in Subsection .0604 “Sign Standards Matrices” of Section
18.114.130.060 and pedestrian or vehicular directional and
information signs as specified in Subsection .0601
“Informational Regulatory and Directional Signs” of Section
18.114.130.060 (Code Section 18.114.130).
y Determine size of company identification sign by length of
street frontage and/or height of structure as outlined in Code
Sections 18.114.130.060.0604 (General Sign Standards
Matrix)..
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y Use only the allowable sign illumination specified in Code
Section 18.114.130.
y The use of internally illuminated can type box signs with
white or light colored translucent back-lit panels are not
allowed on any structure (Code Section 18.114.130).
y Use a consistent color scheme on all exterior signs which is
compatible with all other signs on the building and all
freestanding signs on the parcel (Code Section 18.114.130).
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y Construct signs of permanent exterior sign materials. Signs
shall be attached to a building without visible supports or
raceways (Code Section 18.114.130).
y Identify each building or store’s address in 6-inches high
numbers a maximum of three feet over the main entry
doorway or within ten feet of the main entry (Code Section
18.114.130).

y When a single property has multiple tenants with separate
storefronts, multi-tenant wall signs shall either use one
consistent typeface for all tenants or use one color for all
sign copy. To enhance legibility, the capital letter height and
logo of all tenant identification signs shall be the same on a
single property (Code Section 18.114.130).
y Multi-tenant wall signs shall either be all wall signs or all
canopy signs except for hotel/motel accessory uses (Code
Section 18.114.130).
y Canopy signs will be considered wall signs within the
Specific Plan area (Code Section 18.114.130).
y Prohibit the use of permanent come-on signs (Code
Section 18.114.130).

5.7.10.6 On-Site Directional Sign Standards
y Ensure that on-site directional guidance and information
signs are designed as part of coordinated architectural
information, regulatory and directional sign system
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for the project with consistent design detailing and color
scheme (Code Section 18.114.130).

y Ensure that sign placement of on-site directional and
informational signs is in the appropriate zone for viewing by
pedestrians and from vehicles, and conforms to local, state
or national codes (Code Section 18.114.130).

y Use of logo or company symbol on signs may be
considered provided that these do not occupy more than
25% of the sign area for the individual sign upon which these
are included (Code Section 18.114.130).
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5.7.10.7 Window Sign Guidelines and
Standards
The following guidelines relate to all Window Identification
signs.
y Apply signs to interior of window surface only. Signs
applied to the exterior of window surfaces are prohibited
(Code Section 18.114.130).
y Allow painted, screen printed, or leafed letters and/or logo
only. Limit sign copy to name and/or logo of business (Code
Section 18.114.130).
y Restrict size of sign to a maximum of 10% of window area.
Sign layout shall be positioned so views into the premises are
not obstructed. (Code Section 18.114.130).

y Sign configuration may vary to accommodate logo and/ or
company name (Code Section 18.114.130).
y Use only one sign per glass window panel, two maximum
(Code Section 18.114.130) per business.
y Neon signs and plaques or signs suspended behind the
glass are not allowed (Code Section 18.114.130).
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5.7.11 Landscape
5.7.11.1 Applicability
The guidelines and standards in Section 5.7.11 apply only to
the Hotel District, District A and the C-R and Anaheim
GardenWalk Overlays. They do not apply to parking facilities
in the Parking and Future Expansion Districts because the
landscape treatment for the perimeters is described in
Section 5.6, the Setback Realm and in Section 5.7.8, Special
Parking Facility Layout Guidelines. Surface parking lots in
the Parking District will not be accessible and not visible
from the public right-of-way to the general public. Generally,
it does not apply to the Theme Park, Hotel, or the Future
Expansion Districts, if developed as a theme park or
entertainment center uses because of the unique character of
these uses, and because the back-of-house areas are not
visible to the public. It will apply to areas of the Theme Park
District and Future Expansion District outside the Setback
Realm that are not within the theme parks or back-of-house
areas, and to the Future Expansion District as a whole if it is
not developed with theme park and related uses or parking
facilities.

5.7.11.2 Site Landscape Guidelines and
Standards
y Design landscape and open space areas to be an integral
part of the overall site plan design.
y Use trees to define and enclose exterior spaces, and to
provide physical protection from the sun and wind.
y Provide for landscaped open space areas that enhance the
building design and public views and provide buffers and
transitions between adjacent uses.
y Use trees, shrubs and-vines to conceal garden walls,
building elevations and parking facilities.
y Use arbors, trellises, walls, gates and other elements to
reinforce the architecture of adjacent buildings; landscape
structures should be compatible and consistent with the
architectural treatment of the adjacent buildings.
y Screen undeveloped, vacant land intended for future
phases with plants that prevent wind and water erosion
(Code Section 18.114.050).
y Space plants to assure unobstructed visual access for
vehicles and pedestrians.
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y Ensure that plant materials do not interfere with security
lighting, or restrict access to emergency apparatus such as fire
hydrants or fire alarm boxes.

5.7.11.3 Surface Parking Area Landscaping
Guidelines and Standards
The following guidelines and standards are intended to apply
to surface parking areas generally accessible to the public,
such as those found adjacent to a hotel.
y Use trees with a spreading canopy in parking areas
sufficient to cover at least 30% of the parking surface with
tree canopy within five years of installation.
y Require one tree of a minimum 24” box size for each ten
parking spaces (Code Section 18.114.110).
y Distribute the required trees throughout the parking area
(Code Section 18.114.110).
y Mass trees in large planters within the parking area in
parking lots with more than 50 spaces, to reduce the
apparent size of the lot.
y Ensure that the lowest tree branches be more than six feet
above the finish grade at the base of the tree to prevent
damage from automobiles.
y Screen parking areas visible from public streets in the
following manner (Code Section 18.114.110):
~low, evergreen shrub masses; or
~landscaped berms that conceal parking areas; or
~a combination of the two.

5.7.11.4 Planting Design
y Provide simple, bold and easy to maintain landscape
planting designs which incorporate many drought tolerant
plant materials.
y Landscape elements visible from the public right-of-way
should blend with and seem a part of the public right-of-way
landscaping. See Section 5.6, the Setback Realm.
y Provide a mix of plant material sizes in informal planting.
The following is a typical mix of plant sizes for an informal
planting:
~Trees
- 30%. 24-inch box
- 60%, 15-gallon
- 10%, 5-gallon
~Shrubs:
- 60%. 5-gallon
- 40%, 1-gallon
~Ground Cover:
- 100% coverage, within 1 year
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y Provide for plant palettes that include both long and short
lived plant materials. Long-lived materials include trees and
most shrubs; short-lived materials include perennials,
annuals, and some shrubs. See Section 5.8.4, Plant Palette.
y Select plant materials which are suited to the soil and
climatic conditions of the site.
y Minimize the use of water through the selection of plants
that are drought tolerant when they are mature.
y Space trees and shrubs with consideration for their ultimate
size.
y Ensure that all ground cover is healthy and densely
foliated, and is comprised of well rooted cuttings or
container plants. Ground covers planted from flats should be
planted no more than eighteen inches (18”) on-center. One
gallon container ground cover should be planted no more
than four feet (4’) on-center.

5.7.11.5 Pedestrian Paving Guidelines
These guidelines for pedestrian pavements apply to all paved
areas on private property intended for use by pedestrians,
including areas to be used by both pedestrians and vehicles.
Pedestrian pavements may include, but are not necessarily
limited to: sidewalks, paths, walkways, courtyards, and plazas.
y Desirable qualities of pedestrian paving surfaces:
~a surface texture rough enough to prevent slipping, but
smooth enough to prevent stumbling.
~maintenance free.
~stain resistant.
~fade resistant.
~non-reflective.
y Acceptable pedestrian paving materials:
~concrete: broom finished, salt finished, heavy sand-blasted.
~colored concrete.
~stamped and saw-cut concrete, provided the pattern does
not have joints or score lines that catch high heels, or cause
tripping.
~unit pavers, including brick, stone, concrete and tile,
provided the pavers do not have joints or score lines that
catch high heels, or cause tripping.
y Pedestrian paving surfaces which may be used in situations
where the limitations of the material have been considered
include:
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~decomposed granite (not suitable for use where disabled
access should be provided).
~loose gravel (not suitable for use where disabled access
should be provided, or where heavy pedestrian traffic can be
expected).
~white, or very light colored paving (not suitable where glare
from the surface will affect pedestrian safety)
~asphalt (not suitable where the asphalt is likely to become
soft on hot days).
~wooden boardwalk type paving (not suitable where heels
might catch in the cracks between the boards).
y Unacceptable pedestrian paving surfaces include:
~stamped concrete or unit pavers with deep rounded joints,
or score lines and joints that are wider than 1/4.”
~“Turf block.”

5.7.11.6 Landscape Wall and Fence Guidelines
and Standards
y Use walls and fences for security, visual screening, and
aesthetic purposes.
y Ensure that walls and fences are consistent with the
architecture of the adjacent building in terms of material,
color, and form.
y Avoid walls which feature long, unarticulated surfaces. Use
pilasters, height variation, setback variation, landscaping, and
surface texture to vary the wall surface.
y Provide walls and fences that are of the following preferred
materials: masonry, wrought iron and painted steel tubing.
Wood and uncoated chain link fences should not be used in
public view.
y Coated fences can be used within public view if a dense
landscape buffer is in front of the fence or if vines are
planted on the fence.
y Prohibit walls from encroaching into areas needed for safe
sight-distance (Code Section 18.114.050).
y Ensure that walls intended to screen storage or refuse
areas, outdoor mechanical equipment, or to provide
separation between different uses at a property line be of
masonry construction and not be less than six, nor more
than twelve feet in height, provided that in the C-R and
Anaheim GardenWalk Overlays and District A, the
maximum wall height is eight feet (Code Section 18.114.050).
y Prohibit walls and fences greater than thirty-six inches in
height within the required setbacks adjacent to public streets
(the Setback Realm) except where permitted in Section 7.0.
‘Zoning and Development Standards.’
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y Cover walls accessible to the public, with the exception of
walls that are part of an entry design and uncoated chain link
fences, with living vines in order to discourage graffiti and
enhance the appearance of the fence and/or wall.

5.7.11.7 Irrigation Guidelines and Standards
The intent of the irrigation guidelines and standards is to
provide for adequate irrigation coverage while efficiently
conserving water.
y Irrigate all permanently landscaped or required landscape
areas with a permanent, underground irrigation system that is
operated by an automatic irrigation controller (Code Section
18.114).
y Irrigate turf areas with low gallon spray heads with a
minimum six-inch pop-up body.
y Use triangular spacing of spray heads in turf areas
whenever feasible.
y Irrigate shrub areas with low gallon spray heads. When
appropriate, drip irrigation should be provided in shrub
areas.
y Irrigate individual shrubs with a pressure compensation
bubbler with low flow characteristics.
y Irrigate at night and early morning to reduce evaporation
due to sun and wind.
y Apply irrigation water in multiple short applications to
reduce runoff on to areas not needing irrigation.
y Ensure that irrigation water is not applied to walks,
driveways, walls, fences, and building faces.
y Provide methods of retaining irrigation runoff water on
site; it should not flow on to other property or the public
right-of-way.
y Require approved backflow preventers on all systems.
y Screen from public view all irrigation equipment including
backflow preventers and controller boxes.
y Install automatic valves in valve boxes, and use pop-up
spray heads, whenever feasible.

5.7.11.8 Landscape Maintenance
y Maintain all landscape materials, including trees, shrubs,
ground covers, and vines in a healthy condition at all times.
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5.8
Design Plan
Reference Summary

This subsection contains a summary of the design standards and
guidelines contained within the Design Plan that apply to the
public right-of-way (the Public Realm) and the adjacent setbacks
(the Setback Realm). It also contains design standards that apply
to streets which continue outside the Specific Plan area, such as
Harbor Boulevard and Katella Avenue. The intent is to
summarize in one location the street right-of-way widths,
setback and building height regulations, and landscape concepts
in order to show the relationship between these various
elements.
It is divided into two parts: full cross sections and half cross
sections. Among the full cross sections are cross sections of:
y Harbor Boulevard
y Katella Avenue
y Walnut Street
y West Street/Disneyland Drive
y Ball Road
y Clementine Street and Manchester Avenue
y Disney Way
y Haster Street
y Cerritos Avenue
y West Place
The intent is to show typical full street cross sections for all
streets in the Specific Plan Area. Because there is only one cross
section for each street, these cross sections are typical and may
not apply to every situation along the specific street.
In order to show all conditions along the edges of each
Development Area, the second part of this subsection contains
half street cross sections that illustrate every situation.

5.8.1 Full-Street Reference Plan and Cross
Sections
Exhibit 5.8.1a shows the location of each of the full street cross
sections. It is followed by Exhibits 5.8.lb, the cross sections
referred to in the reference plan. All references to the “Public
Right-of-Way” mean the “Ultimate Public Right-of-Way” unless
otherwise specified.
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